
The Big Three Build A Following 
Cheatsheet 

 
 
Facebook: 
 
Step 1: If you’re brand new spend a week or 2 filling your profile with good content 
about your niche. This really should be your content, but you can also use other 
people’s content if you don’t have a lot. 
 
Step 2: Start making adding Facebook friends that you know are interested in your 
niche using the methods I gave you. You need to be working on this at least 2x per 
week for 1 hour. 
 
Methods:  
 
1. Find experts and friend their friends 
 
2. Use Facebook groups 
 
3. Interact 
 
4. Have share contests 
 
5. Tell people how to find you on Facebook on your promotion engine/site. 
 
 
Instagram: 
 
Step 1: If you’re brand new spend a week or 2 filling your profile with good content 
about your niche. This really should be your content, but you can also use other 
people’s content if you don’t have a lot. 
 
Step 2: Start following people and getting followers that you know are interested in 
your niche using the methods I gave you. You need to be working on this at least 2x 
per week for 1 hour. 
 
Methods:  
 
1. Find experts and follow their followers 
 
2. Interact 



 
3. Ask for the follow in every post 
 
4. Buy sponsored posts 
 
5. Tell people how to follow you on Instagram on your promotion engine/site. 
 
 
YouTube: 
 
Step 1: If you’re brand new spend a week or 2 filling your YouTube channel with 
content. 
 
Step 2: Interact on videos that leaders in your industry create. You need to be working 
on this at least 2x per week for 1 hour. 
 
Methods:  
 
1. Every video should ask people to subscribe! 
 
2. Optimize your videos for YouTube search 
 
3. Have an engaging channel trailer! 
 
4. Make sure you’re using eye catching thumbnails 
 
5. Create short topic specific videos. 
 
6. Use tags in your videos. 
 
7. Use sponsored videos 
 
8. Tell people how to subscribe to your channel! 
 


